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By means of the electron spin resonance (ESR) technique, we have investigated the electronic structures of
the tridentate imino nitroxyl diradical complex with copper(II) (Cu-bisimpy), which has a square planar
structure and a ground quartet state with an extremely strong ferromagnetic exchange interaction, and its
related compounds (bisimpy ) 2,6-bis(1′-oxyl-4′,4′,5′,5′-tetramethyl-4′,5′-dihydro-1′H-imidazol-2′-yl)pyridine).
It was clarified that Cu-bisimpy had unique magnetic orbitals, compared with the biradical ligand (bisimpy),
a zinc(II) biradical complex (Zn-bisimpy) and a copper(II) terpyridine complex (Cu-tpy) (tpy ) 2,2′;6′,2′′ -
terpyridine). Multifrequency ESR spectroscopy provided a reliable set of magnetic parameters of Cu-bisimpy,
which has a small g anisotropy (gx ) 2.02, gy ) 2.01, gz ) 2.08) and small hyperfine coupling with Cu (|Ax|
) 42.0 MHz, |Ay| e 14 MHz, |Az| ) 153 MHz) but huge zero-field splitting (D ) +17.4 GHz, E ) -1.0
GHz). The maximum principal axis of zero-field interaction (zZF) is perpendicular to the z axis for the g and
A tensors, which is normal to the molecular plane. These characteristics of the magnetic properties prove that
the substantial spin transfer from the dx2-y2 orbital of copper to the n-orbitals of the ligand is caused by a
σ-type covalent bonding effect between the central metal and the ligand nitrogens. The covalent bonding
effect produces carbene configurations on the nitrogen atoms of the imino nitroxyl radicals. The carbene
configuration was concluded to be the main reason for the strong ferromagnetic coupling in Cu-bisimpy.
Multifrequency electron spin resonance spectroscopy clarified the unique electronic structure of a square
planar copper(II) complex with an imino nitroxyl diradical, which undergoes a strong ferromagnetic interaction
caused by a covalent bonding effect.

Introduction

Among many strategies that have been developed for design-
ing molecular magnets that are alternatives to conventional
magnets, the metal-radical approach has led to promising
results.1–4 Especially, stable nitroxide radical complexes with
copper(II, 3d9 configuration) ion as a building block have been
well investigated for the last two decades.5,6 In complexes where
Cu2+ coordinates with the nitroxide oxygens, the axial coordina-
tion of the nitroxide group generally results in moderate
ferromagnetic interactions, whereas the equatorial coordination
tends to be antiferromagnetic.7–13 The magnetic interaction is
associated with the bonding character in the axial and equatorial
coordination. When the nitroxide is axially coordinated to copper
ion, the magnetic orbitals of π* in nitroxide and 3dx2-y2 in Cu2+

are essentially orthogonal to each other and have a nonbonding
relationship. In the equatorial coordination, a nonzero overlap
between the magnetic orbitals occurs and leads to the bonding
character. On the other hand, it has been discovered that Cu-

complexes bonded with nitrogens of imino nitroxide radical
ligands in equatorial coordination are ferromagnetic, of which
the coupling constant (more than +100 cm-1) is larger than
that of Cu-complexes axially bonded with nitroxide oxygen.14–18

So far, the size difference in the exchange coupling constant
(J) is mainly discussed based on the bond length of the Cu-N
equatorial coordination (typically 2.0 Å) which is shorter than
that of the Cu-O axial coordination (2.3-2.4 Å). Recently,
we also found a square planar complex of Cu2+ and bisimino
nitroxides (Cu-bisimpy), forming the Cu-N equatorial coor-
dination, as shown in Figure 1 that shows a ground quartet state
(S ) 3/2) because of a strong ferromagnetic coupling (J )+165
cm-1).19 The biradical ligand (2,6-bis(1′-oxyl-4′,4′,5′,5′-tetram-
ethyl-4′,5′-dihydro-1′H-imidazol-2′-yl)pyridine; bisimpy), in
which two imino nitroxides are linked at the ortho positions of
pyridine, functions as a chelating reagent for metal chlorides
in alcohol solvent and forms complexes with Cu2+ and zinc(II,
3d10 configuration). The magnetic interactions for bisimpy and
the Zn2+ complex (Zn-bisimpy) are ferromagnetic, but the size
of the exchange coupling constant (J) is much smaller than that
of Cu-bisimpy. Unrestricted Hartree-Fock plus density func-
tional hybrid calculations of d-p conjugated systems point out
that the spin polarization and delocalization determine the sign
of J in the transition metal and radical complexes.20 It is
therefore desired to determine the electronic structure of
N-bonded Cu-bisimino nitroxide complexes to understand the
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origin of the strong ferromagnetic coupling. In this paper, we
have carried out multifrequency electron spin resonance (ESR)
studies on the Cu-bisimpy complex and its related compounds.

Magnetic measurement using various highly sensitive mag-
netometers such as a superconducting quantum interference
device, a Faraday magnetic balance and so on provides valuable
information about bulk magnetism, but it is difficult to obtain
the details of molecular interactions because of observation of
the bulk magnetic moment. On the other hand, an ESR
experiment allows us to separate the magnetic signals split by
the fine interactions with the orbital angular moment, electron
spin and nuclear spin. Hence, on the basis of the analysis of
the ESR spectrum, we can clarify the structure of the magnetic
orbitals. Furthermore, ESR experiments at different frequencies
(in other words, multifrequency ESR spectroscopy) have several
advantages compared with the conventional ESR technique,
which uses a single X-band frequency of about 9.5 GHz.21–25

Multifrequency ESR enables us to distinguish the field-
dependent and -independent terms in the spin Hamiltonian
dominating the spectral pattern. Because of this merit, the
spectral analysis becomes easy, and magnetic parameters can
be obtained with higher accuracy. Using multifrequency ESR
spectroscopy, here we report a small Cu hyperfine coupling, a
small g anisotropy and a large zero-field splitting for Cu-bisimpy,
which arise from the covalent effect on the σ-type bonding
between copper and nitrogens. The covalent bonding effect is
probably a main reason for the strong ferromagnetic interaction,
which would provide an important guidance for developing
molecule-based magnets.

Experimental Section

The radical and biradical ligands were prepared by the
reported method.26 The metal complexes were synthesized by

the method described in the previous paper.19 The Cu2+ complex
with terpyridine (Cu-tpy, Figure 1) was newly synthesized by
stirring 2,2′;6′,2′′ -terpyridine (tpy, 0.94 mmol), Cu(NO3)2 (0.94
mmol) and Bu4NPF6 (1.80 mmol) in methanol (MeOH, 100 cm3)
with heating. [Cu-tpy(NO3)(MeOH)]PF6 produced in the
MeOH solution was crystallized at 5 °C after heat filtration of
the solution, offering blue rhombic crystals. X-ray analysis of
the crystal clarified that the central Cu2+ ion has a square planar
pyramidal coordination structure. Three nitrogens of the tpy
ligand and one oxygen of the nitrate ion are coordinated in
equatorial positions. In the single crystal, the MeOH oxygen
sits at the axial position (see Supporting Information). Nitrile
and alcohol solvents obtained from standard sources were used
as a glassy matrix for low temperature measurements without
further purification. For the ESR measurements, the samples
were diluted in the organic solvents at a concentration of
10-3-10-4 mol/dm3 to prevent the intermolecular magnetic
interaction and sealed in quartz tubes. Measurements were
performed at S (3.0 GHz), X (9.5 GHz), Q (34.1 GHz) and W
(94.0 GHz) band frequencies using several spectrometers
(Bruker ESP300, ESP380E and ELEXES E600). The X-band
spectrometer was equipped with a microwave cavity with a
rectangular TE102 mode. Cylindrical cavities with a TE011 mode
were used at other frequencies. Helium flow systems (Oxford
ESR900 and CF935) were also used for the ESR measurements
at low temperatures. Electronic spectra were recorded on a
spectrophotometer (Jasco V-570).

Results

Figure 2 shows the optical absorption spectra of Cu-bisimpy
and its related compounds. The bisimpy shows a broad
absorption band in the range of 350-570 nm attributed to a
well-known nπ* transition of the imino nitroxide radical, which
is characterized by a low absorption coefficient (ε) of ∼500
dm3mol-1 cm-1 and a vibronic structure at 1350-1500 cm-1

due to N-O or CdN stretching modes.27–29 The ε of the nπ*
band of bisimpy becomes almost double that of the imino
nitroxide radical, consistent with the presence of two imino
nitroxide radical sites in the molecule. The nπ* band of
Zn-bisimpy has a more prominent progression, and a second
vibronic line (the 1-0 line) becomes the most intense. Accord-
ing to the Franck-Condon principle, the change in the vibronic
pattern is basically interpreted by the increase in planarity and
rigidity of the molecular structure of bisimpy caused by
complexation with Zn2+. In the spectrum of Cu-bisimpy, not
only the nπ* band with the prominent vibronic structure but
also a weak and broad dd transition due to Cu2+ appeared in
the long wavelength side. The position of the dd band gives a

Figure 1. Molecular structures of biradical ligands (bisimpy), its
zinc(II) and copper(II) complexes (Zn-bisimpy and Cu-bisimpy), and
copper(II) complex with terpyridine (Cu-tpy). Solvent molecules which
may coordinate along the axial directions are omitted for simplicity.

Figure 2. UV/vis/NIR-absorption spectra of bisimpy, Zn-bisimpy,
Cu-bisimpy and Cu-tpy measured in CH3CN at room temperature.
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ligand field splitting (∆) of ∼1 × 104 cm-1, which would
correspond to a gap between the dxy and dx2-y2 orbitals of the
central metal copper in the square planar coordination of bisimpy
and Cl- ion. The assignment of the dd band was confirmed by
comparison with the spectrum of Cu-tpy, showing a weak,
broad dd band at 500-900 nm (∆ ≈ 1.2 × 104 cm-1).

X-band ESR spectra for the series of compounds observed
in frozen glassy matrices are shown in Figure 3. Bisimpy shows
strong multiplet lines around 0.335 T and a weak signal at 0.167
T, which form a typical randomly oriented spectrum of a triplet
state having g ) 2.005 and zero-field parameters of |D| ) 168
MHz and |E| ) 15 MHz. Zn-bisimpy, a complex with a
diamagnetic Zn2+ ion, also shows a similar triplet spectrum with
g ) 2.005, |D| ) 201 MHz and |E| ) 9 MHz. These spectra
increased in intensity on lowering the temperature, indicating a
triplet ground state. Within the point dipolar approximation,30

the estimated |D| values of the triplet states are reduced to the
interspin distances of 0.78 and 0.73 nm for bisimpy and
Zn-bisimpy, respectively. Because these distances are compa-
rable to the separation between the molecular centers of the
imino nitroxides, it can be said that the triplet ground states of
these compounds are composed from the singly occupied
molecular orbitals of two organic monoradicals.

On the other hand, Cu-bisimpy, a Cu2+ complex with a
square coordination geometry, showed a remarkably different
spectrum, which has an orthorhombic shape of a doublet state
without a fine structure. The apparent principle g values of g1

) 4.41, g2 ) 3.56 and g3 ) 2.00 were obtained from the three
canonical resonance fields. Quartet hyperfine lines split by 5.47
mT (153 MHz) due to Cu nucleus spin (I ) 3/2) also appear at
the lowest canonical field corresponding to g1. No temperature
dependence of the spectral shape was observed from 3.5 to 150
K. In the case of Cu-tpy in a doublet state that has a structure
similar to that of Cu-bisimpy, a nearly orthorhombic spectrum
of gz ) 2.256, gy ) 2.074 and gx ) 2.050 was observed, which
is different from those for Cu-bisimpy. Even compared with a
wide variety of doublet state Cu(II) complexes in square planar

coordination (g| ) 2.045-2.074, g⊥ ) 2.165-2.349),31 the
apparent g tensor elements of Cu-bisimpy are substantially
large. Furthermore, the spectrum of Cu-bisimpy is completely
distinguished from those for Cu(II) radical complexes32–34 and
double spin-labeled Cu(II) complexes chelated by carboxylic
acid groups,33,34 which have no large magnetic interactions. The
characteristics of Cu-bisimpy are considered to being a
Kramers’ doublet state originated from a quartet state with large
splittings among the spin sublevels even at zero field. When
the |D| value exceeds the microwave energy (hνMW), some of
the ESR allowed transitions cannot be detected at any strength
and angle of the magnetic field. As a result of the loss of some
transitions, the relation between the apparent and true g values
can be approximately written as35–37

{ gx
ap ) gx[1( (1- 3λ)

M ]
gy

ap ) gy[1( (1- 3λ)
M ]

gz
ap ) gz[1- 2

M]
(1)

because

λ) E
D

, M) √1+ 3λ2 (2)

The upper signs refer to the case of D > 0 in which the sublevels
of mS ) (1/2 are the ground levels and the lower signs in the
case of D < 0 of the mS ) (3/2 ground levels. If we assume
that all of the true g factors are equivalent to ge (gx ) gy ) gz

≈ ge ) 2.00), the observed apparent g factors were reproduced
well when employing a positive D and λ ) 0.073 as illustrated
in Figure 4.

In order to the examine validity of the Kramers’ doublet of
Cu-bisimpy, we measured the ESR spectra using several
microwaves with different frequencies. As shown in Figure 5,
the spectrum of Cu-bisimpy drastically depended on the
frequency. The spectrum measured at 3.0 GHz has a Kramers’
doublet shape with g1 ) 4.49, g2 ) 3.60 and g3 ) 2.00, which
are nearly the same as the 9.5 GHz-spectrum. At the g1 canonical
field, the quartet lines caused by the Cu-hyperfine interaction
with A(Cu)1 ) 5.47 mT (153 MHz) become clearer than that
of the 9.5 GHz-spectrum, indicative of the sharpening of the
resonance line due to the decrease in the magnetic fields.

Figure 3. Randomly oriented ESR spectra of bisimpy (a), Zn-bisimpy
(b), Cu-bisimpy (c) and Cu-tpy (d) in a rigid glassy matrix observed
at X-band frequency.

Figure 4. Diagram of apparent g values (gap) of Kramers’ doublet
against rhombicity (λ) of the zero-field splitting of the state with S )
3/2. The dotted lines are the g values of Cu-bisimpy obtained from
the S- and X-band ESR spectra.
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Because of this line-sharpening, the signal at the g3 canonical
field changes to a trapezoidal shape, suggesting the presence
of other quartet lines split by a small Cu-hyperfine. When a
microwave of 34 GHz was employed, many peaks appeared in
the region from 0.58 to 1.8 T. The signals at higher than 1.217
T corresponding to a g smaller than ge cannot be understood
only by the resonances within the Kramers’ doublet. At 34 GHz,
a broad signal was also detected near 0 T, suggesting a 2|D|
value comparable to the microwave energy. Inhomogeneous
line-broadening due to large zero-field interaction and/or strain
effects results in disappearance of the Cu-hyperfine structures
in the 34 GHz-spectra. Measurement at 94 GHz allowed us to
record a nearly symmetric spectrum having fine structures
centered at 3.33 T (BSC). However, there are no quartet lines of
Cu-hyperfine interaction. Compared with a typical powder
pattern of the quartet state,38,39 the strong peaks at 3.1-3.5 T
stem from the allowed transitions between the spin sublevels
with mS )(1/2. The weak signals out of the central field region
are assigned to the allowed transitions of mS ) 3/2 r mS )
1/2 and mS ) -1/2 r mS ) -3/2. The other weak satellite
peaks in the low field region are considered to be the forbidden
transitions of |∆mS| ) 2 and 3 on the basis of their field positions
of BSC/2 and BSC/3. We could roughly estimate the |D| value of
16.5-18.0 GHz from the field position of the outermost allowed
signals, which are attributed to the transitions at the resonance
field along the maximum splitting axis of zero-field interaction
(ZZF) and would appear at the positions separated by 2|D| from
BSC. The middle allowed canonical signals at the low field of
2.7 T, which are the transition at the resonance fields parallel

to the other principle axes (XZF, YZF), are split into two lines
separated by ∆L, while the high field ones at 3.85 T remain
almost at one line (∆H ≈ 0). The obvious splitting of the middle
canonical signals indicates a nonzero E value of the zero-field
interaction. This is consistent with the fact of λ * 0 concluded
from the analysis of the orthorhombic spectrum at 9.4 GHz.
The nonequivalent separation of ∆L * ∆H clearly results from
anisotropic g-factor along the XZF or YZF axis.

In order to determine the sign of the D value of Cu-bisimpy,
the temperature dependence of the 94 GHz spectrum in which
the fine structure is well-resolved. As shown in Figure 6, the
middle canonical signals at the low field side indicated by XZF,L

increased in intensity in comparison with the high field one of
XZF,H. At low temperature under a strong magnetic field, a large
population in the lowest sublevel is achieved so that the
resonance with the microwave connected to the lowest sublevel
becomes more pronounced than others. In the case of B//XZF,
the resonances with the lowest sublevel take place in the low
field side, if D is positive. When D is negative, the resonances
concerned occur in the high field. Based on this consideration,
the relative intensity growth of the low field signals at low
temperature proves that the D value of Cu-bisimpy is positive,
consistent with the conclusion from the analysis of the Kramers’
doublet spectrum mentioned above.

To estimate the accurate magnetic parameters of Cu-bisimpy,
we have performed spectral simulation for a powder pattern
using an effective spin Hamiltonian consisting of three terms
of Zeeman (HZI), zero-field (HZF) and Cu-hyperfine (HHF)
interactions.

Figure 5. Multifrequency ESR spectra of Cu-bisimpy (solid line) in
n-butyronitrile rigid glassy matrix and their simulations (broken line).
Asterisk in d denotes double quantum transitions.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the 94 GHz-spectrum of
Cu-bisimpy observed in n-butyronitrile rigid glassy matrix (a and b).
The broken lines are spectra calculated with the spin population at 8 K
assuming D ) +17.4 GHz (c) and -17.4 GHz (d). (e) Magnetic field
dependence of the quartet spin sublevels in the case of B // XZF. The
line width of the sublevels reflects the population at very low
temperatures, and the arrows indicate resonances between the (1/2
and (3/2 sublevels.
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HS )HZI +HZF +HHF ) µBB · g · S - µnB · gCu · ICu

+ S · D · S + S · A(Cu) · ICu. (3)

B is the external magnetic field vector. µB and µn are Bohr and
nuclear magnetons. g and gCu are g tensors of the electron and
the Cu nucleus. S and ICu denote spin operators for the electron
(S ) 3/2) and the Cu nucleus (I ) 3/2). D and A(Cu) stand for
tensors of zero-field and hyperfine interactions. The eigenvalues
(En) and eigenvectors (Φn) were obtained from a numerical
matrix diagonalization of HS, in which simple product functions
between the electron and nuclear spin parts (|φSφI〉) were
employed for a basis set (see Supporting Information). Spectrum
depends on the locations of resonance field (Br) given via the
Bohr frequency relation of

Ef(Br)-Ei(Br)) hνMW (4)

and the squared magnitudes of the magnetic transition dipole
moment of

wij ) |〈Φj|B1 · g · S|Φi〉 |
2 (5)

where i and f are indices for the initial and final spin sublevels,
respectively, and B1 is a vector of the magnetic field component
of the microwave.40,41 Hence, we first determined the resonance
fields from the eigenvalues and the transition probabilities (w)
from the eigenvectors, according to the equations above. The
resonance lines with a certain individual line width calculated
at each angle were then integrated over a proper range of the
orientations of B1 as well as B to create a powder pattern
spectrum (S).

S(B, νMW, θ, φ, �) ∝

∫0

∞ ∫0

2π ∫0

π ∫0

2π ∑
f)i+1

mS

∑
i)-mS

mS

wijp(T)f(|Β-

Β0|, Γ) d� sin θ dθ dφ dB0. (6)

Here p is the population difference which is a function of
temperature (T) and f is a resonance line shape function for
which the Gaussian with a half-width-of-half-maximum (Γ) has
been taken in this paper. θ and φ are the colatitude and azimuth
of B in a molecular axis system. � is an angle variable to specify
the direction of B1 in the plane perpendicular to B. The simulated
spectra are depicted by broken lines in Figure 5, and the
optimized ESR parameters are listed in Table 1. The g and D
tensor elements were mainly determined by fitting the spectra
of the high frequencies of 34 and 94 GHz, while the A(Cu)
tensor elements were obtained from the low-frequency spectral
simulations. Gaussian resonance lines with Γ values of 39, 84,
700 and 841 MHz were adopted for 3.0, 9.5, 34 and 94 GHz-
spectral simulations, respectively. The Γ value does not increase
smoothly with the increase in frequency, but it suddenly changes
by almost 10-fold when the spectrum changes from a Kramers’

doublet pattern to a normal quartet pattern. Such nonlinear
frequency dependence of resonance line width is interpreted in
terms of a distribution of zero-field splittings rather than g-strain.
The fine agreement between the observed and simulated spectra
at 34 GHz could not be obtained by any parameter set in the
calculation based on summation of the static spectra. Maybe
this unsolved disagreement comes from the neglect of a dynamic
effect in the simulation, such as spin relaxations around 0.9 T
where many turnovers and crosses of spin sublevels take place
because of the anisotropic zero-field interaction of Cu-bisimpy.
Another thing impossible to simulate is that the sharp line at
BSC of the 94 GHz spectrum was not reproduced at all. The
observed sharp line would be a double-quantum line that
increases in intensity with an increase in the resonance field.42,43

The simulation spectra in Figure 6 show how the sign of the D
value affects the relative intensity of well-resolved peaks in the
high field spectrum detected at low temperatures. The simulation
using a positive D value reproduces the observed one.

Discussion

In this paper, the multifrequency ESR experiments clarified
the magnetic parameters of Cu-bisimpy as summarized in Table
1. High-frequency experiments elucidated that the g tensor
elements for Cu-bisimpy were almost uniaxial like many square
planar Cu(II) complexes with g| > g⊥ ≈ ge. The hyperfine
coupling constants of Cu(II) determined by low-frequency
measurements were the orthorhombic of A(Cu)z > A(Cu)x >
A(Cu)y. The drastic frequency dependence of the spectrum also
elucidated that Cu-bisimpy possesses an extremely large
positive D value. These magnetic parameters for the ground
quartet state that is a magnetic isosceles triangle cluster among
one doublet Cu2+ and two doublet imino nitroxide radicals
(impy) under the strong exchange limit (|J| . |D|) can be written
by44

g ) 1
3

(gCu + 2gimpy), (7)

A(Cu)) 1
3

(A(Cu)Cu + 2A(Cu)impy) ≈ 1
3

A(Cu)Cu, (8)

D ) 1
6

(Dimpy,impy + 2DCu,impy) ≈ 1
3

DCu,impy. (9)

gi and Ai are the g and hyperfine tensors for the ith spins. Di,k

is the fine structure tensor between the i and k spins. The
unpaired electron of impy is in a π* orbital that is orthogonal
to the five-member ring plane containing the N-O group and
obviously delocalized on the molecular framework. 45,46 In
bisimpy, its solution ESR spectrum at room temperature
exhibited isotropic hyperfine couplings due to five nitrogen
atoms in two imino nitroxide groups and a pyridine linker (see
Supporting Information). These splittings are consistent with
full delocalization of the unpaired electron on a π conjugated

TABLE 1: Magnetic properties obtained from the ESR experiments of Cu-bisimpy and its related complexes

Cu Nb

complex J/cm-1a gx gy gz |D| /GHz |E| /GHz |λ| |Ax| /MHz |Ay| /MHz |Az| /MHz |Aiso| /MHz

12.2 (2)c

bisimpy +6.5 2.005 2.005 2.005 0.168 0.015 0.089 - - - 6.4 (2)c

0.2 (1)c

Zn-bisimpy +6.5 2.006 2.006 2.006 0.201 0.009 0.045 - - -
Cu-bisimpy +165 2.02 2.01 2.08 +17.4d -1.0d 0.059 42.0 <14 153
Cu-tpy – 2.050 2.074 2.256 - - - 42 42 476 40.6 (3)c

a Taken from ref 19. b Nitrogen nuclei in ligand. c Number of equivalent atoms. d Sign is also determined experimentally.
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system. The density functional theory also indicates a substantial
spin density on the nitrogens which connect with the central
metal copper.19 The semioccupied orbital (SOMO) of Cu(II) in
square planar coordination is basically the 3dx2-y2 orbital as
shown in Figure 7.

The gimpy can be approximated to be an isotropic value of
2.005-2.006 from the literature values47 and the observed
gbisimpy (see Table 1). The inverse operation of the observed
anisotropic g tensor according to eq (7) results in the fact that
the gCu tensor has the elements of (gCu,x, gCu,y, gCu,z) ) (2.04,
2.01, 2.22). It is noteworthy that the estimated g tensor elements
are small, compared with the theoretical gCu,z value (∼2.6) that
is calculated using the unit spin density on Cu, ∆0 of 1 × 104

cm-1 estimated from the observed dd absorption of Cu-bisimpy
and λCu of 829 cm-1 determined spectroscopically.41,48 Because
the covalent bonding effect tends to occur in Cu complexes
coordinated with nitrogens,49 it is reasonable that the small gCu

anisotropy in Cu-bisimpy is discussed on the basis of the
delocalization of Cu spin due to the covalent bonding effect. In
order to estimate the σ bonding character between the dx2-y2

and the ligand orbital (φL) in a square plane, therefore, we use
a symmetry-adapted combination of nonbonding orbitals (n)
belonging to three nitrogen atoms in the bisimpy ligand as
shown in Figure 7.Two σ bonds (Ψb and Ψa) are described by
the bonding and antibonding combination between the dx2-y2

and φL orbitals using the normalization coefficients of c.

{ ψb ) c1dx2-y2 + c2	L

ψa ) c2dx2-y2 - c1	L
because c1|

2 + |c2|
2 ) 1 (10)

The antibonding orbital of Ψa becomes SOMO in the
complex. Assumed that only the angular momentum about
the Cu ion is significant, in the case of square planar Cu(II)
complexes, the deviations of g values from ge are expressed
by the following.50,51

∆gz ) gz - ge )
8λCu

∆xy
|c2|

2. (11)

Here, we assumed that the principal axis having the largest
g value is the out-of-plane axis of z. To reproduce the
experimentally determined ∆gz of 0.22 using eq (11), |c2|2;
must range from 0.4 to 0.5, indicating a heavy covalent
bonding effect.

The hyperfine coupling constant of Cu (A(Cu)) is also
indicative of modification of the dx2-y2 SOMO in a square plane.
As expressed in eq 8, only the A(Cu)Cu term becomes significant
on the assumption that the hyperfine coupling of the Cu nucleus
with the electrons in ligand orbitals is negligible. The A(Cu)Cu

can be written by

A(Cu)Cu,z )-
µ0

4π
γeγCu〈r

-3〉(4
7
+∆g|+

3
7

∆g⊥ ) ≈-4
7

Pd,

(12)

A(Cu)Cu,x,y )
µ0

4π
γeγCu〈r

-3〉(2
7
- 11

14
∆g⊥ ) ≈ 2

7
Pd · (13)

in the first approximation.52 Here µ0, γ and λCu are the
permeability of a vacuum, the magnetogyric ratio and the
spin-orbit coupling constant of Cu, respectively. The observed
∆g in order of 10-2 is small enough compared with the first
terms for the spin population part of 10-1 order. Hence, the
anisotropic hyperfine coupling of Cu is regarded to be propor-
tional to the spin population in the 3dx2-y2 orbital. Using eq 8,
the anisotropic elements of A(Cu)Cu,z ) (1.0 ( 0.2) × 108 Hz
and A(Cu)Cu,x ≈ A(Cu)Cu,y ) -(5.3 ( 0.8) × 107 Hz were
estimated from the observed A(Cu). These values are reduced
to the spin density of 0.13-0.18 on the central Cu atom (FCu),
from the comparison with the theoretical weighted mean value
of the 3d orbitals for two stable isotopes of63 Cu (69.2%) and65

Cu (30.8%).53 The FCu value of almost half of 1/3 indicates a
reduction in spin density in the 3dx2-y2 of Cu, reflecting a
covalent bonding effect with the ligand. The small spin density
on Cu is quantitatively consistent with the mixing ratio
determined by the g anisotropy.

Cu-bisimpy possesses a large positive D value of +17.4
GHz, which is hardly explained in terms of the triplet biradical
ligand that has a small dipolar interaction of |D| ) 0.168 GHz.
Like eq (9), therefore, the total D tensor is approximated as the
interaction term (DCu,impy) between the unpaired electrons in the
metal and ligand. If the spin-orbit coupling with excited states
due to the central metal is substantially large, the anisotropy of
D and g tensors become large and the sign of D value should
be negative.54,55 However this is not the case for the unusual
large zero-field splitting in Cu-bisimpy. D for the Cu-bisimpy
complex is positive, and the principal axis system for the zero-
field interaction (xyzZF) is not in accord with that of the g tensor,
as illustrated in Figure 7. The clear Cu hyperfine splitting in
one of the two perpendicular transitions at the low-frequency
spectra indicates that the most anisotropic axis (zZF) was
perpendicular to the z axis and was oriented to the x axis. In
consequence, the σ bonding between the metal and ligand
probably is the primary origin of the large D value. The covalent
bond reduces the spin density on Cu but increases that on the
nonbonding orbitals of nitrogens. Because imino nitroxide
radicals generally have large π spin densities on N1 and N2,
the dipolar interactions between unpaired electrons individually
occupying the orthogonal orbitals on the same nitrogens become
effective. The nπ interaction that is the same as carbene is
large56,57 because of its nature of one-centered integrals for the

Figure 7. Geometry and energy level of symmetry-adopted molecular
orbitals forming a σ type of Cu-ligand bond with the singly occupied
orbital (3dx2-y2) of Cu(II) in Cu-bisimpy with a square planar structure.
xyz indicates the principle axes for 3dx2-y2, g, and A(Cu) tensors. xyzZF

is for the zero-field interaction.
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dipolar and spin-orbit interactions.58–65 The nπ interaction due
to the carbene configuration should have the maximum splitting
axis perpendicular to both the n- and π-orbitals, which is almost
parallel to the Cu-Cl coordination direction. The zZF axis is
within the molecular plane, although its exact direction is
unknown, and agrees with the combination direction of the
maximum splitting axes for the one-centered interactions on N1

and N2 being within the molecular plane. The in-plane zZF axis
supports the carbene configuration for the large D value.

The magnetic properties obtained in the ESR experiments
on the Cu-bisimpy complex clarified the covalent bonding
effect between Cu and the radical ligand that leads to the carbene
configuration on the nitrogens. It is reported that, on the other
hand, a nitroxyl radical complex of Cu having |D| ) 5.13 GHz
shows a weak ferromagnetic interaction (J ) 13 cm-1).8 In the
case of the Cu-radical complex, a correction associated with
the covalent bonding effect inducing one-centered magnetic
interactions is suggested. The strong ferromagnetic interaction
of Cu-bisimpy can also be interpreted in terms of the carbene
configuration. The overlap between the magnetic orbitals on
the same atom is much larger than that among multicentered
orbitals. The n- and π-orbitals on the nitrogens of bisimpy are
orthogonal to each other, which is a necessary condition for
strong ferromagnetic interaction. These two factors originating
from the covalent bonding effect would induce a large positive
J value.

Conclusions

Based on the ESR experiments on Cu-bisimpy and its related
compounds, we found peculiarity in the magnetic orbitals of
Cu-bisimpy caused by the σ-type covalent bonding effect.
Multifrequency ESR spectroscopy clarified a reliable set of
magnetic parameters of Cu-bisimpy, which had a small g
anisotropy and small hyperfine coupling with Cu but huge zero-
field splitting. The characteristics of the magnetic parameters
indicate that the covalent bonding causes the carbene-like
electronic configuration on the nitrogens in the two imino
nitroxide radicals, which is the main reason for the strong
ferromagnetic coupling.
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